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NEWSLETTER
Modern Kimono Design: Updating a
Beautiful Tradition

Kaneko Kazuaki with Rumi Rock Stencils
The kimono has gone through a period of great change
in the last 70 years; in the difficult Pacific war period it
was shoved away in boxes, turned into monpe work
pants, had its sleeves slashed and by the 1950s had lost
its status as everyday clothing. Instead it became a
national costume, a symbol of culture, an item
associated with wealth. However, after the world-wide
Asian boom in the 1990s, which led to a Japan-boom in
Japan, the kimono was rethought and has re-emerged
since 2000 as a fashion item as well as a cultural one.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Part of the reason for this is the communications
revolution, which has spread information about the
kimono beyond the world of the ‘gofuku ten’ (kimono
shop) and ‘kitsuke gakuen’ (kimono dressing school);
the kimono is returning to the street in a democratized
form. This means there is now a gap between those
who make and market kimono, and consumers; and
also, that the market is wide open for new ideas.
Although craftsmen continue to work in their timehonoured ways, they tend to be elderly and far from
the cutting edge of fashion.
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The challenge for them is to connect with a new,
younger and fashion conscious market. On the other
hand young designers, those who have studied fashion
or computer graphics, those who have a great idea but
have studied nothing at all, can enter the world of
kimono outside the traditional channels for the
production and distribution of kimono.
For the last 70 years Kimono has been all about silk
and made-to-measure, but the younger generation is
not necessarily concerned with these two factors.
Younger people have less available cash and are more
likely to purchase an item off the peg in polyester or
cotton, than in silk. This means values are changing,
with design elements perhaps becoming more
important than the fabric or being made-to-measure.
We have also seen the rise of the kimono stylist and
kimono ‘mooks’ (magazine books) which are the
equivalent of the kimono fashion magazine.
The kimono renaissance started with cheap versions of
kimono: the yukata – cotton bath robe – which
emerged from the bath-house and rose to high fashion
in the Edo period, and the antique kimono from the
Taisho and early Showa periods. Yukata represent the
cheapest and most casual kimono, easy to wear and
popular throughout the summer months for dates and
festivals. Girls encouraged their boyfriends and they
are now very popular with both sexes. Many highstreet brands are producing a range, and large areas
are devoted to them in major department stores. The
antique kimono of the early 20th Century offered a
way out of the plain and anonymous high-street
fashions, and also the rule-governed kimono school
way of dressing. Shorter and smaller than today’s
kimono, which meant they had to be worn in a
different way, and sporting bold and exotic art
nouveau and art deco designs, they made a strong and
creative fashion statement. Kimono has always
incorporated new designs into its repertoire, and it
continues to do so. Some of the leaders of the modern
kimono movement are introduced below.
Modern Antenna, based in Kyoto, has brought pop art
into kimono design with bright colours and digital
prints; Hirayama Souichi starting the company because
he wanted to bring kimono back into fashion.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

He makes a range in both silk and polyester and the
trade mark of the brand is bold colours and geometrics,
particularly stripes, polka-dots and checks combined
with large abstracted florals drawn from the Taisho
period. He is very strongly influenced by Andy Warhol
and his recent obi line shows this strongly, with digital
prints of elephants and other unusual and
contemporary images that reference the screen
printing of Warhol. Modern Antenna has a very
contemporary feel and has drawn the attention of a
young, fashion-conscious audience.

Modern Antenna Kimono
Iroca’s designer Ishikawa loves Japanese art; however,
he doesn’t just want to recreate old images. Instead he
creates a new and unique world with very strong
colours- vibrant pinks and purples to turquoise and
dayglo-green, on strong dark backgrounds. His kimono
are made of a high-quality, silk-like, state-of-the- art
polyester called ceo-alpha.
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His inspiration is the natural world: jelly fish,
butterflies, microbes, sea-turtles, peacocks, lotus and
honey comb inhabit his kimono world. He also has
more mysterious designs; a fox with nine tails, a
harlequin mask and even a spirograph obi.

She is particularly interested in mysteries, such as that
of Ryoma, and the question as to whether or not a man
really walked on the moon. Lips and eyes in a spotlight
were inspired by Hitchcock’s films, and there are also
many nocturnal creatures in her designs such as wolves
and bats. Huge goldfish, pythons, horses, cockerels and
lobsters populate her yukata. While the stencil-cutting
technique is old, their images capture the imagination
of young people today.

Iroca Kimono
Rumix Design Studio, or Rumi Rock, is another
contemporary brand with a unique concept. Designer
and top of the company is Shibasaki Rumi, a fashion
school graduate, who works in partnership with stencilcutter Kaneko Kazuaki. They produce a wide range of
yukata, kimono, obi and accessories using a wide
variety of fabrics. Some of these are new and original,
such as shiny soft and wide polyester obi, which are
easy to tie. Still largely using stencil-dyeing rather than
digital prints, their range is very contemporary without
being cute or sweet. Shibasaki is interested in stories, in
manga and film, and these themes are reflected in her
work.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Rumix/Rumi Rock Kimono
Mamechiyo started off selling antique kimono, and
then moved into producing her own, ready to wear, in
polyester. Designs are inspired by the kimono of the
Taisho period and also images from European culture,
as well as Japanese. She has captured the hearts of
younger kimono wearers with her stripes, ribbons,
florals, lace and rabbits, a fantasy Alice in Wonderland
world of sugar and sweetness. Mamechiyo is especially
interested in images from the Netherlands.
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She has collaborated with Shu Uemura cosmetics and
Blythe dolls. Her work is not only popular in Japan but
in other countries too. In 2012 she participated in the
“Kitty and the Bulldog” exhibition at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, who bought one of her kimonos for
their permanent collection, and in 2015 she has been
working on a collaboration with the Van Gogh
Museum, where her work goes on sale in autumn.

While the western press like to write articles about the
demise of the kimono industry, the reality is that
although some craft techniques are in danger of
disappearing the numbers of people wearing kimono
today is far greater than 20 years ago and
opportunities for innovative designers in this changing
market are great. The kimono is not dying but is
continuing to change and adapt to the needs of the
wearer, just as it has always done.
Article written by Sheila Cliffe. Sheila has lived in
Tokyo for many years and is currently writing a book
entitled “The Social Life of the Kimono”, which
includes interviews with kimono makers, marketers
and wearers, as well as a fashion history. The book is
due for publication in March 2017.

New JSNW Chairman Introduces Himself
Konnichiwa! My name is Robert Bierman and due to
our previous Chairman, Claire Gardner, moving away
from the North West, I have now taken on the role.

Mamechiyo Kimono
Today’s modern kimono offer exciting new alternatives
to the traditional expensive silk kimono. Using new
fabrics, sometimes with new techniques and an
unlimited range of images, all at affordable prices,
modern kimono make a statement that is not only
fashionable but represents Japaneseness. In particular
the men’s market is wide open for new designers to
step in and bring back colour and excitement to
Japanese menswear.

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

I have been a member of JSNW for a number of years
and a Committee member for almost as long. I intend
to continue the hard work done by previous
Chairmen for the good of the Society and its
members. I would like to take this opportunity to
wish Claire all the best for the future.
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JSNW at Tanabata/Star Festival
This Japanese festival is traditionally held on the evening
of 7th July to celebrate the romantic legend of the
Cowherd Star (Altair) and Weaver Star (Vega) - lovers
separated by the Milky Way - being allowed to meet once
a year, on the evening of the 7th day of the 7th month.
Once again, members of Japan Society North West were
invited by the Japanese Embassy to participate in the
event at Liverpool Festival Gardens’ Japanese garden.

Nigel and Gail Cordon attended on Wednesday 8th July,
with member volunteer Osti Wade. Large numbers of
children from local schools visited the garden to take part
in the festival’s tradition of making paper decorations,
including origami, lanterns, chains and writing wishes on
coloured paper (called tanzaku) to hang on bamboo trees
around the Japanese garden. Joan Horley, volunteer Mika
Kanegae and I attended on Saturday 11th July when
visitors of all ages enjoyed following the tradition of
making decorations and hanging wishes on bamboo.
Junko Kuromoto-Headey participated each day
demonstrating her calligraphy skills and representatives
from the Japanese Embassy also attended throughout the
event.
The surprise element of this year’s ‘Star Festival’
celebration was the presence of members from Liverpool
Astronomical Society, who set up telescopes for the public
to safely view the sun and assisted them to photograph it
through a telescope lens!
Article and photograph by Joyce Ellis
JSNW also assisted at a Tanabata event near Manchester
on August 8th, at the Japanese Garden in Tatton Park.
Kevin Howes, Yuko Howes, and Angela Davies all worked
hard with two representatives from the Embassy.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Service Marking the 70th Anniversary of the Atomic
Bombings of Nagasaki and Hiroshima
Led by Merseyside Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, a
moving service of remembrance of the atomic bombings
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was held in the Peace Garden
of St. John’s Gardens’, behind St. George’s Hall, Liverpool,
at 11am on 6th August 2015.

Lord Mayor of Liverpool, Cllr. Tony Concepcion, attended
the service to lay a wreath in honour and remembrance
of the bomb’s victims. Crowds joined the service which
included prayers, poetry readings and music, before
walking through the city in silence to Liverpool’s Quaker
Meeting House. A commemoration service took place in
their Peace Garden where a second wreath was laid.

To mark the anniversary, Merseyside CND had organised
two small exhibitions at the Quaker Meeting House and
Liverpool Central Library, which featured images of the
bombings’ aftermath and victims.
Article and photographs by Joyce Ellis
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Seasons are one of the most important things to understand Japanese culture. This is the third of a series of articles
about the Japanese four seasons (四季) in which I, Yuko Howes, shall try to explain the feeling of each season by
describing relatively less-known events that happen typically during that season.
Autumn 秋 (aki)
We have a saying that goes, “暑さ寒さも彼岸まで
(Atsusa samusa mo higan made) “, which means that
even the most persistent heat or chilly air will subside
around Autumn or Spring Equinox. In other words, until
around September 20th when the Autumn Equinox
comes, the heat of summer lingers on. So imagine, once
at last it cools down towards the end of September, how
refreshing it feels! We can start sleeping better, and our
appetite picks up. We feel like going on a trip, catching
up on reading on long nights, or engaging in rigorous
exercises.

When we managed to complete the last figure, there was
huge applause, and we did feel a strong sense of
accomplishment. Yes, the hard work had paid off.

We have plenty of phrases to describe these changes in
Autumn: 食欲の秋 (shokuyoku no aki: Autumn for
enjoying food!); スポーツの秋 (supoutsu no aki: Autumn
for sports!); 読書の秋(dokusho no aki: Autumn for
reading!); 芸術の秋 (geijyutsu no aki: Autumn for
appreciating art!), to name a few.
To reflect this, in schools there is an athletic meeting day
(秋の運動会: aki no undoukai). This is a big day when a
whole family will come to see their children’s
performance. Not only the usual 100m and 200m races
and relays, there are many other shows, such as dancing,
and other entertainments. For this day, pupils and
students practice very hard. As soon as the second term
starts on September 1st, many hours will be spent
practicing. When I was a child, it was never a fun activity.
I remember how hard we had to practice marching. It
was just like a military drill! I think I can still march
meticulously in five columns!
Another difficult exercise was 組体操 (kumi taisou:
coordinated group gymnastics). For this, at each whistle,
students climb up on each other like building blocks until
the final figure is completed (probably the photos will
explain better!).
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

But it was not just the hard training I remember about
the undokai. I remember very well that I was excited to
find my mother’s face in the crowd when we broke for
picnic lunch, and how sweet and juicy a 梨 (Nashi: a
Japanese pear; it ripens around early September) she
peeled for me tasted.
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JSNW at the ‘Brought To Life Learning’ Event
Liverpool World Museum

Once an athletic meeting is over, there will be a 文化祭
(bunkasai: Cultural festival) at a later date, usually
around mid to late October, mainly for high schools and
universities. At universities, it is called 大学祭
(daigakusai: University festival), or 学園祭 (gakuensai)
and can be extremely elaborate.

In partnership with ‘BTLL’, the World Museum staged a
seven day event celebrating the unique and diverse
cultures from around the world by bringing them to life
in the galleries: from Ancient Egyptians, Anglo Saxons,
Romans and Cavemen to Samurai Warriors and
Chinese dancing. The event was a huge success
attracting a record-breaking 9,074 visitors.

Besides many food and shop stalls, which are run by
students and various students’ Societies and clubs, there
are often concerts and recitals by famous musicians,
comedians, and performers. Because of the huge
number of visitors, often famous food companies hold
stalls at these festivals for promotional purposes.

The JSNW had been invited to participate on 30th July,
the day allocated for Japan and China. Committee
members Joan Horley and Joyce Ellis were joined by
Gail and Annabel Cordon and ‘BTLL’ volunteers, when a
variety of children’s activities together with Japanese
artefacts and displays were made available to the
public, together with Samurai armour and dressing.

Recently, they have started 学園祭グランプリ
(gakuensai grand prix) to decide the best gakuensai
among all the universities in the Greater Tokyo
Metropolitan Area, so it’s a serious business! Many
people check the schedule of gakuensai and try to do
“gakuensai-hopping”. This is one way of enjoying
Tokyo’s Autumn. Would you like to try that next time?

Fine Art student, Muriel Hayes Sinclair, agreed to take
part and gave two free talks in the Treasure House
Theatre about her origami-inspired degree work. Her
presentation included how the processes of
incorporating origami tessellations with computer
software and projection could transform each piece
into moving sculptures.
Due to the event’s success, the Society has been
invited to participate in a ‘one day’ event next year to
showcase the diversity of Japanese culture and
traditions. If any members would like to join us on
Saturday 7th May 2016, please contact Nigel Cordon,
Events Co-ordinator at events@jsnw.org.uk.
Article by Joyce Ellis
Editor’s Comment

NB: Recently, there have been a few serious accidents in
kumitaiso, so a number of schools decided to stop doing
it altogether, or to limit the number of layers.
Article by Yuko Howes

It is now autumn, which along with spring are probably
the best times to visit Japan. Both seasons in Japan are
warmer than they are in the UK, and the weather is
usually much better and a good deal more reliable.
Thank you to everyone who contributed articles to this
newsletter. If you have any ideas for future articles,
please can you contact me, Tim Evans, atnewsletter@jsnw.org.uk
All the best for the autumn!

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Future JSNW Events
Bonenkai Celebration

Japanese Social/Conversation Evenings

Saturday 12th December

New Samsi Restaurant, Manchester

Padgate Community Centre

Etsu Restaurant, Liverpool

Join us for our regular end of the year celebration,
with a delicious buffet dinner prepared by Taka of
Sushi Craft. There will be a different menu this year,
please see below-

Our Japanese Social/Conversation evenings are held
once a month, alternately between Liverpool and
Manchester. Each evening is hosted by an
experienced Japanese tutor.

MenuSushi platter;
Fried chicken in Yakiniku sauce;
Tofu gyoza dumpling (V);
Miso mustard dressing potato salad (V);
Lotus curry Hasami agé (Breaded curry
sandwiched by slices of lotus) (V);
Vegetarian Okonomiyaki (V);
Vegetarian Yakisoba noodle (V);
Sumo Chankonabe;
Green tea crepe with Azuki beans;
Sake for a toast!!!

Further details will be provided on our website
closer to the event.

Please check our website for details.

Other Events with a JSNW presence/assistance
DokiDoki Manchester Japanese Festival
Saturday 7th November
Sugden Centre, Grosvenor Street, Manchester
JSNW will have a stall at this festival and will also be
making and selling origami in aid of DokiDoki’s
supported charity, Aid For Japan.

Samurai Armour Talk/ Martial Arts Demonstrations
Wednesday 30th January
Grosvenor Museum, Grosvenor Street, Chester
JSNW will be having a stall at this event; the talk will
be from 1.30-2.30, followed by martial arts
demonstrations from 3.30-4.30.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.JSNW.ORG.UK, WE ARE ALSO ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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